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Systems with disorder quenched-in-space can exhibit
Griffiths phases, characterized by generic algebraic be-
havior in an extended region of the parameter space, and
generic divergences of some quantities as the suscepti-
bility. In this work the effect of quenched-in-time ex-
ternal noise on stochastic spatially extended systems is
discussed.

On the one hand, the attention is focused on systems
with irreversible phase transition to an absorbent state.
In this case the Contact-Process (CP)1 is studied and
it is shown that for d ≥ 2 a “temporal Griffiths phase“
(TGP) appears. The TGP is characterized by an alge-
braic growth of the system mean lifetime and generic
divergences of the susceptibility.

On the other hand, systems which exhibit a reversible
transition from a disordered to an ordered state are also
studied2. Taking the Ising Model as representative, nu-
merical and analytic calculation are done, providing re-
sults which show the possible extension of TGPs to these

kind of systems. Slower decay in the magnetization as a
function of an external field in the critical point and the
appearence of a region in the control parameter where
the magnetization decays with a continuosly varying ex-
ponent until the active phase value are observed. This
region is shown to exist for different correlations in noise
as well as to depend on its amplitude. The influence of
the time disorder on the relaxation time is also studyed.

The application of this results is hopeful on the mod-
elling of many problems in Physics, Chemistry or Ecol-
ogy; where parameters fluctuating in time seem to play
and important role, for instance populations subjected to
variability in weather conditions3.
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